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ABSTRACT
Aim. Videoassisted thoracic surgical technique in children is being used with increasing frequency for an extensive variety of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. The aim of the study was to assess respiratory, cardiocirculatory and
body temperature changes in children undergoing thoracoscopy and to identify if the trend of such changes was modifiable by factors such as lung exclusion, length of the thoracoscopy and preoperative respiratory compromise.
Methods. A total of 50 patients (38 boys and 12 girls) undergoing general anaesthesia for diagnostic and therapeutic
thoracoscopic procedures were analysed. The values of the monitored parameters were compared at 6 specific times:
T1 - at the end of anaesthesia induction (considered the basal level); T2 - after lateral position; T3 - before pleural CO2
insufflation; T4 - 10 min after pleural CO2 insufflation; T5 - before pleural deflation; T6 - 10 min after pleural deflation.
Results. All patients tolerated the thoracoscopy well, without intraoperative complications. Systolic blood pressure (SBP)
and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) were significantly lower, and end-tidal CO2 (PETCO2) significantly higher during thoracoscopy. Body temperature (BT) had a statistically significant reduction during thoracoscopy and after pleural deflation. During one-lung ventilation the PETCO2 increased compared to two-lung ventilation with intrapleural insufflation, while during two-lung ventilation with intrapleural insufflation SBP and DBP decreased compared
to one-lung ventilation. The length of the thoracoscopy increased the PETCO2 and reduced the BT. The preoperative respiratory compromise increased the PETCO2.
Conclusion. Although thoracoscopy in children brings about certain respiratory, cardiocirculatory and body temperature changes, it is nevertheless a safe and efficient surgical technique.
Key words: Thoracoscopy - Pediatrics - Anaesthesia - Respiratory physiologic processes - Cardiocircolatory system Body temperature - Ventilation, mechanical, methods - Insufflation.

T

he videoassisted thoracic surgical technique in
children is being used with increasing frequency for a variety of diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures. Thoracoscopy in the paediatric patient
reduces surgical trauma and minimizes postoperative morbidity. The advantages of thoracoscopy
compared with open thoracotomy include
decreased postoperative pain, shorter hospital stay,
more rapid return to normal activities, better cosmetic results and decreased incidence of chest wall
deformity.1-3
An optimal approach to the planning of anaes-
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thesia for thoracoscopy requires a good knowledge of the technical requirements and an understanding of the physiological alterations associated with the procedure. The approach needs to take
into account the problems and risks related to airway management, potential preoperative respiratory compromise and respiratory consequences
associated with a possible lung resection, as well as
those connected with the changes due to the lateral decubitus position, the lung exclusion and
the CO2 insufflation in the pleural cavity.3
From a respiratory point of view the sequence
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TABLE I.—Surgical interventions treated with thoracoscopic
procedures.
Surgical interventions

Lung evaluation
Pleural decortication
Lung and mediastinal mass biopsy
Lung resection (congenital malformation)
Lung resection (oncologic diseases)
Tunnel retrosternal evaluation
Diaphragmatic biopsy

Number
of patients

5
4
23
5
11
1
1

of physiopathologic events is related to the peculiarity of the thoracoscopic procedure. First of all, alterations occur in the ventilation-perfusion relationship induced by the lateral decubitus position in the
anaesthetized patient. Secondly, both lung exclusion, if feasible, or CO2 insufflation in the pleural
cavity may cause further damage to ventilatory conditions by avoiding or limiting the ventilation of the
nondependent lung. Finally, the creation of an artificial pneumothorax may lead to CO2 absorption
across the pleura causing systemic hypercarbia. The
effects of thoracoscopy on the cardiovascular system, rarely studied in children, are mainly related
to the CO2 insufflation under positive pressure resulting in significant haemodynamic compromise which
reduces preload, stroke volume, cardiac index and
mean arterial pressure.3, 4
The aim of the present study was firstly to assess
the respiratory, cardiocirculatory and body temperature changes in children undergoing thoracoscopic surgery. A secondary aim of the study was
to understand if the trend of such changes was
modified by factors such as lung exclusion with
one-lung ventilation, length of the thoracoscopy
and the preoperative respiratory compromise related to undelying disease.
Materials and methods
Our case series, which runs from May 1996 to
December 2004, includes 50 consecutive paediatric
patients (38 boys and 12 girls) undergoing diagnostic and therapeutic thoracoscopic procedures;
the mean age of patients was 7.1±5.2 years (age
range: 15 days - 15 years), mean weight 26.1±17.1
kg (range: 3-52 kg). Four patients belonged to
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ASA class II, 45 to ASA class III, and 1 to ASA
class IV. The surgical interventions are shown in
Table I.
All patients were premedicated with diazepam
(0.2 mg/kg) and atropine (0.015 mg/kg) orally 1
h preoperatively. General anaesthesia was induced
intravenously with propofol (2.5-3 mg/kg), except
for patients younger than 5 years for whom the
inhalatory approach was adopted, with sevoflurane at a concentration increasing from 1% to 8%.
In the cases with high probability of a difficult airway secondary to tracheal deviation or
compression, anaesthesia was induced, with
inhalatory technique, always maintaining spontaneous breathing and inserting a tracheal tube
with topical administration of lidocaine (4 mg/kg)
to the larynx and the trachea. In all the cases tracheal intubation was preceded by a fentanyl infusion (2 µg/kg) and facilitated by the administration of atracurium besylate (0.4-0.5 mg/kg) or
cisatracurium besylate (0.2 mg/kg). Depending
on the age and the surgical procedure was performed either with nasal tracheal tube (uncuffed
in patients younger than 7 years, cuffed in
patients older than 7 years) for two-lung ventilation or with devices to allow one-lung ventilation (double lumen endotracheal tube, Univent
tube, Arndt bronchial blocker). A flexible bronchoscope (Karl Storz, Tutlinge, Germany) was
used to verify the correct position of the devices
to allow one-lung ventilation.
General anaesthesia was maintained with propofol (9-12 mg/kg/h), while for children younger
than 5 years with sevoflurane (expired concentration 1.5-3%); anaesthesia was supplemented with
fentanyl (1-2 µg/kg/h) and muscle relaxation was
maintained with atracurium besylate (0.15-0.3
mg/kg/h) or cisatracurium besylate (0.1-0.15
mg/kg/h).
Initially, patients were mechanically ventilated
(Servo Ventilator 900 C or Kion, Siemens-Elema,
Solna, Sweden) using an oxygen/air mixture with
oxygen inspired fraction (FiO2) between 0.35 and
0.45; tidal volume (TV) was adjusted between 10
and 11 mL/kg and respiratory frequency (RF) was
regulated on the basis of the patient’s age. The
ratio of inspiratory time to expiratory time was
1:2. Positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) was
set at 4 cm H2O. During lung exclusion or
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intrapleural insufflation, tidal volume was reduced
to 7-8 mL/kg, the respiratory rate was increased by
20% compared to the one initially recorded and
the FiO2 was increased to 0.5-0.8. At the end of
thoracoscopy the respiratory setting was brought
back to previous conditions. Nitrous oxide was
never used.
Intrasurgical infusion rate was 20 mL/kg during the first hour in patients under 3 years and 15
mL/kg for older patients; in the hours that followed, the infusion dosage was 8-10 mL/kg/h for
all patients. The infusions used were 5% dextrose
in quarter-strength normal saline solution (0.2%
NaCl) and lactated Ringer’s solution.
The surgical interventions in the study were
performed with the aid of trocars from 1 to 4. A
video-thoracoscope was inserted through the cannula and the operative field was visualised. The
thoracoinsufflator, light source, video camera, 510 mm telescope and all the reusable instruments
were from Karl Storz (Tutlinge, Germany). The
flow of CO2 was kept lower than 2 L/min. In the
cases without lung exclusion the final intrathoracic pressure (ITP) was 4 mmHg in patients
under 12 months of age, 6 mmHg in patients up
to 8 years, 8 mmHg in those over 8 years. In the
cases with lung exclusion the ITP was always 12 mmHg. Intrapleural insufflation was always
performed in stages and never attained the desired
ITP in less than 60 s. All thoracoscopic interventions were performed in the lateral decubitus
position and prepared for open thoracotomy
should this have proved necessary.
Intraoperative monitoring was both invasive
and non invasive. For the cardiovascular function
heart rate (HR), systolic blood pressure (SBP),
and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) were monitored (Integrated Modular HP System, HewlettPackard, Palo Alto, CA); when clinically necessary radial arterial catheter and central venous
catheter (CVC) were placed for invasive monitoring of blood pressure and central venous pressure
(CVP), respectively.
For the respiratory function, patients underwent continuous arterial oxygen saturation (SpO2)
by pulse oximetry (Integrated Modular HP System,
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA) and end-tidal
CO2 (PETCO2) by capnometry (5250 RGM,
Ohmeda, Louisville, CO), associated with spiro-
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metric evaluation (respiratory frequency, tidal volume both inspiratory and expiratory, minute volume), as well as peak and mean inflating airway
pressure by means of a mechanical ventilator (Servo
Ventilator 900 C or Kion, Siemens-Elema, Solna,
Sweden). Monitoring also included body temperature (BT), urine output and inspiratory and expiratory concentration of the inhalation anaesthetics (5250 RGM, Ohmeda, Louisville, CO). In all
patients the neuromuscular blockade was monitored by stimulating the ulnar nerve using the
train-of-four pattern of stimulation.
The intrasurgical course of values of monitored
parameters was analysed and compared at 6 specific times, common to all patients undergoing
thoracoscopic videosurgery:
T1: at the end of anaesthesia induction (considered the basal level);
T2: after lateral decubitus position;
T3: before CO2 insufflation in the pleural cavity;
T4: 10 min after CO2 insufflation in the pleural cavity;
T5: before deflation in the pleural cavity;
T6: 10 min after deflation in the pleural cavity.
In addition to the general data given, other factors were considered that may have influenced the
trend of the vital parameters: one-lung ventilation
with lung exclusion, the length of the thoracoscopy
(more or less than 60 min), and the preoperative
respiratory compromise related to basal disease
and radiologically documented by diffuse
parenchymal abnormalities. To assess the influence of each of the factors mentioned above the
patients were divided into 2 groups (one-lung ventilation with lung exclusion vs two-lung ventilation with intrapleural insufflation, thoracoscopy
<60 min vs >60 min, preoperative respiratory compromise vs non parenchymal abnormalities) and
the basal parameters (T1) were compared to the
percentile change of each group detected at times
T4 (10 min after insufflation in the pleural cavity), T5 (before deflation in the pleural cavity) and
T6 (10 min after deflation in the pleural cavity).
After approval by the institutional ethics committee written informed consent was obtained
from the parents before beginning the study.
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Statistical analysis
The global data are given as mean and standard
deviation; statistical analysis was performed using
t-test, ANOVA and Bonferroni-test; a P value less
than or equal to 0.05 was considered significant.
The changes from baseline and the differences
between the 2 groups with respect to lung exclusion, thoracoscopy <60 min or >60 min and preoperative respiratory compromise were evaluated
using Wilcoxon’s rank sum test. Comparisons were
considered significant if the P value was less than
0.05.
Results
In all 50 subjects the anaesthetic management
allowed a valid and regular performance of the
thoracoscopy. All patients tolerated the procedures
well and there were no intraoperative complications. In 4 cases thoracoscopy had to be turned
into open thoracotomy (1 removal of mediastinal
ganglioneuromas, 1 excision of extra-lobar pulmonary sequestration and 2 lung resections for
oncologic diseases) due to surgical problems related to the sizeable mass to be removed. In the
patients undergoing only thoracoscopic procedures, without shift into open thoracotomy, no
intraoperative or postoperative bleeding occurred.
Therefore no blood, blood products or plasma
expanders were needed before, during or after the
interventions.
Airway management was difficult in 9 patients
(18%) in whom the physical examination and the
radiographic findings (chest X-rays and CT scans)
revealed deviation or compression of the tracheobronchial tree. In all 9 cases there was an anterior
mediastinal mass due to non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. In these patients anaesthetic induction
was performed avoiding the loss of spontaneous
respiration and tracheal intubation was made easier by topical administration of lidocaine. The procedure was always carried out successfully. In all 9
children flexible bronchoscopy confirmed the tracheobronchial deviation or compression revealed
radiologically.
The two-lung ventilation was performed in 26
patients with a mean age of 6.9±3.5 years. Onelung ventilation with lung exclusion was performed
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in 24 patients (mean age 8.4±4.1 years): in 16 cases the double lumen endotracheal Robert-Shaw
tube was used, in 3 cases the Univent tube, and
another 5 cases the Arndt bronchial blocker.
The mean duration of the thoracoscopic procedure was 67±46 min (range: 15-210): 22 patients
(mean age: 6.8±4.9 years) were submitted to brief
procedures and 28 patients (mean age: 7.1±5.3
years) to long procedures.
In 25 children (mean age: 8.1±5.4 years) there
was a preoperative respiratory compromise related to underlying pulmonary disease: 13 due to
diffuse metastatic lesions, 4 to pulmonary congenital malformation (3 congenital cystic adenomatoid malformation and 1 pulmonary sequestration), 4 to intraparen-chymal infectious infiltrates and 4 due to chronic lung diseases (3 pulmonary fibrosis and 1 bronchopulmonary dysplasia). In the remaining 25 patients (mean age:
6.8±4.2 years) preoperative respiratory function
was normal.
SpO2 remained absolutely stable, without variations from 99-100% value during the entire treatment. In all cases it was necessary to increase FiO2
to over 0.5 during artificial pneumothorax. There
was a statistically significant increase between the
PETCO2 determinations made during the thoracoscopy compared to the levels shown at the end
of the anaesthesia induction, after lateral decubitus position and before CO2 insufflation in the
pleural cavity. Ten minutes after deflation PETCO2 decreased with respect to the values during
thoracoscopy, remaining at slightly higher levels
than at the end of the anaesthesia induction.
The trend of the cardiocirculatory parameters
(HR, SBP, DBP) corresponded to the normal agerelated target when they were carried out (Table II).
HR remained consistently regular with no statistically significant variations at the different stages
of the surgical procedure, nor were there any other alterations or ECG abnormalities. On the other hand, SBP and DBP, compared to the values
registered at the end of induction, were significantly lower in all surveys obtained during thoracoscopy; 10 min after pleural deflation the SBP
and DBP values increased, compared to levels
shown during artificial pneumothorax, and stayed
at the same values registered at the end of anaesthesia induction.
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TABLE II.—Haemodynamic, ventilatory and body temperature changes during thoracoscopy.

HR
SBP
DBP
SpO2
PETCO2
BT

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

116±18
97±17
48±10
99.8±0.4
35.5±3.9
36.2±0.6

115±16
97±17
47±10
99.7±0.6
35.0±3.0
36.1±0.7

116±15
98±15
45±12
99.1±1.2
37.9±5.3
36.0±0.6

117±16
88±15§
43±11**
98.9±1.3
41.5±8.5*
35.9±0.5§

116±18
86±15*
43±11**
98.9±1.5
44.5±8.5*
35.9±0.5§

115±16
96±14
49±19
99.6±0.5
36.9±3.4
35.9±0.4§

Values are mean ± standard deviation (SD). T1: at the end of anaesthesia induction (considered the basal level); T2: after lateral decubitus position;
T3: before CO2 insufflation in the pleural cavity; T4: 10 min after CO2 insufflation in the pleural cavity; T5: before deflation in the pleural cavity;
T6: 10 min after deflation in the pleural cavity.
HR: heart rate; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; SpO2: continuous arterial oxygen saturation; PETCO2: end-tidal
CO2; BT: body temperature.
* P<0.001 vs T1; §: P<0.01 vs T1; ** P<0.05 vs T1.

Body temperature (Table II) had a statistically
significant reduction during thoracoscopy; 10 min
after pleural cavity deflation the values were similar to those recorded during artificial pneumothorax.
At the end of surgical treatment the children
were moved to the paediatric intensive care unit
(PICU): 7 of them (14%) were extubated in the
operating room, 19 (38%) were extubated in the
PICU after 4 h of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), whereas the other 24 (48%) continued to need tracheal intubation and respiratory
support. One patient suffering from severe mediastinal syndrome died from respiratory and cardiocirculatory complications due to tumour invasion of the tracheobronchial tree and great intrathoracic vessels.
In addition to the global data, the possible influence of factors such as lung exclusion, length of
thoracoscopy (more or less than 60 min), and preoperative respiratory compromise was also considered.
Lung exclusion entailed respiratory and cardiocirculatory changes (Figure 1). Patients that underwent one-lung ventilation with lung exclusion,
presented a greater increase in PETCO2 during
(T4, T5) and after (T6) thoracoscopy (21%, 24%
and 8%, respectively), compared to the basal condition (T1), than patients submitted to two-lung
ventilation with intrapleural insufflation (8%,
14%, 0.5%) and this was statistically significant.
On the contrary, SBP and DBP were reduced more
during two-lung ventilation with intrapleural insufflation (15%, 18% for SBP and 12%, 12% for
DBP, respectively) than patients undergoing one-
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lung ventilation with lung exclusion (5%, 5% for
SBP and 6%, 6% for DBP) and this was also statistically significant.
The length of the thoracoscopic procedure influenced the PETCO2 and BT trends in a statistically significant way (Figure 2). When thoracoscopy
was longer than 60 min the percentile changes in
PETCO2 compared to baseline are evident before
deflation in the pleural cavity (T5), with increases of more than 27%, while in patients where thoracoscopy was shorter than 60 min an increase of
17% was recorded. In the patients submitted to
thoracoscopy longer than 60 min body temperature at T5 and T6 decreased respectively by 18%
and 19% compared to basal values. On the contrary, in patients where the thoracoscopy was shorter than 60 min, it decreased less (7% and 9%,
respectively).
As far as the preoperative respiratory compromise is concerned, a statistically significant influence was seen only for the changes in the PETCO2 (Figure 3). Patients with parenchymal abnormalities showed increases of 19%, 28% and 8% at
times T4, T5 and T6, respectively, compared to
patients with no preoperative respiratory compromise, who showed more modest increases (11%,
11% and 3%).
Discussion
The development of thoracoscopic techniques
in paediatric age has allowed surgeons to perform
with minimal invasiveness procedures that once
required an open thoracotomy. When developing
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Figure 1.—Trend of systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), end-tidal CO2 (PETCO2) and body temperature
(BT) during one-lung ventilation with lung exclusion compared to two-lung ventilation with intrapleural insufflation. Changes
from baseline at the times T4 (10 min after insufflation in the pleural cavity), T5 (before deflation in the pleural cavity) and T6 (10
min after deflation in the pleural cavity). * A statistically significant change from baseline within the group by Wilcoxon’s signed rank
test, P<0.05. ▼ A statistically significant difference between the 2 groups (one-lung ventilation or two-lung ventilation) by Wilcoxon’s
signed rank sum test, P<0.05.

an anaesthetic plan for children undergoing thoracoscopic surgery, consideration should be given not only to the alterations imposed by the surgical procedure, but also to the patient’s underlying status. During anaesthesia for thoracoscopic
surgery, the main problems are related to the respiratory and cardiovascular changes mainly associated with the patient’s lateral decubitus position,
the lung exclusion, the increased intrapleural pressure and the CO2 absorption and its general effects.
In addition, the magnitude of the physiological
disturbances associated with thoracoscopy is influenced by the patient’s age, the patient’s underlying
myocardial and respiratory function and the anaesthetic agents administered.3-5
The respiratory and cardiovascular system of a
child have characteristics that differ from those of
an adult: the lung has less functional residual capac-
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ity (FRC), collapse volume is much closer to FRC,
and both lung compliance and airway resistance are
adversely related to lung size. Blood pressure is
lower and heart rate is higher in infants. The
infant’s systemic vascular resistance is lower, a factor that well correlates with high metabolism and
O2 consumption. Cardiac output is also higher in
infants, especially when calculated according to
body weight. Heart rate plays a more important
role in determining cardiac output.6-8
When planning anaesthetic management it is
essential to assess the pathology and clinical status
of the patient undergoing thoracoscopy. The preoperative examination should also attempt to identify previously undiagnosed problems, such as an
abnormal airway or extrinsic tracheal compression, which may place the patient at increased risk
during anaesthesia.5 As documented in a series of
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Figure 2.—Trend of systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), end-tidal CO2 (PETCO2) and body temperature
(BT) during thoracoscopy <60 min compared to thoracoscopy >60 min. Changes from baseline at the times T4 (10 min after insufflation in the pleural cavity), T5 (before deflation in the pleural cavity) and T6 (10 min after deflation in the pleural cavity). * A statistically significant change from baseline within the group by Wilcoxon’s signed rank test, P<0.05. ▼ A statistically significant difference between the two groups (one-lung ventilation or two-lung ventilation) by Wilcoxon’s signed rank sum test, P<0.05.

cases reports, children with anterior mediastinal
masses may demonstrate severe cardiopulmonary
compromise on induction of anaesthesia, including cardiac arrest and death.9-12 The tumour may
surround the large airways, the heart, and the great
vessels, resulting in 3 types of intrathoracic compromise: compression of the tracheobronchial tree,
compression of the pulmonary artery, and superior vena cava syndrome. Compression greater than
50% of the trachea cross sectional area on CT
imaging has been suggested for the identification
of a high risk population where anaesthesia would
be preferably induced maintaining spontaneous
respiration and tracheal intubation made by topical administration of lidocaine associated with
flexible tracheobronchoscopic evaluation.5, 13-16
Rigid bronchoscopy may be life-saving in the event
of tracheal or bronchial collapse under anaesthe-
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sia.16 Our experience is in accordance with other
studies: in 9 patients out of 50 there was a high
probability of difficult airway management secondary to tracheal deviation or compression; in
all these cases the method described allowed correct tracheal intubation without any complications.
Respiratory changes may occur during thoracoscopy in children. In anaesthetized patients in
a lateral decubitus position during two-lung ventilation there is relatively good ventilation and a
reduced perfusion in the nondependent lung due
to the gravitational distribution of the blood flow.
On the other hand, the dependent lung is relatively hypoventilated while overperfused. During
one-lung ventilation an obligatory right-to-left
transpulmonary shunt is created through the nonventilated lung.3, 17 Hypoxia may commonly occur
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Figure 3.—Trend of systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), end-tidal CO2 (PETCO2) and body temperature
(BT) in patients with preoperative respiratory compromise compared to patients with non parenchymal abnormalities. Changes
from baseline at the times T4 (10 min after insufflation in the pleural cavity), T5 (before deflation in the pleural cavity) and T6 (10
min after deflation in the pleural cavity). * A statistically significant change from baseline within the group by Wilcoxon’s signed rank
test, P<0.05. ▼ A statistically significant difference between the two groups (one-lung ventilation or two-lung ventilation) by
Wilcoxon’s signed rank sum test, P<0.05.

in paediatric age, mainly during one-lung ventilation. The increase of FiO2 is the principal
manoevre allowing an adequate oxygenation.
Hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction is a second
way to maintain oxygenation during one-lung
anaesthesia by restricting pulmonary blood flow
to the nonventilated lung. One-lung ventilation
management should reduce to the minimum any
clinical conditions that might directly vasodilate
hypoxically constricted lung vessels, such as the
presence of infection, vasodilator drug infusion
and the use of certain anaesthetics.3, 18 Intravenous
anaesthesia does not influence pulmonary vasoconstriction, while isoflurane, desflurane and
sevoflurane have been shown to have less of an
effect on hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction
than halothane. To limit their effects on oxygenation, inhalation agents should be used at mini-
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mal alveolar concentration (MAC) or less.5, 15 The
intraoperative hypoxia can be reduced by delivering low-flow oxygen to the operated lung through
a double-lumen bronchial tube or a bronchial
blocker with a distal port.17, 18 The overall data
of our study show no evidence of any oxygenation problems, thus proving the efficiency of the
above mentioned measures which were always
included in our protocol for ventilation in thoracoscopy.
Hypercapnia may occur during thoracoscopic
surgery, partly due to CO2 absorption across the
pleura, and partly because, even when lung exclusion is avoided, thoracoscopy brings about a
mechanical constriction on the pulmonary
parenchyma, reducing tidal volume, functional
residual capacity, total lung capacity and pulmonary compliance.4, 5, 19 Moreover, the literature
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generally agrees that CO2 should be allowed to
rise while reducing tidal volume and minute ventilation in order to prevent alveolar overdistention
or the propagation of lung injury.20, 21 The use of
excessive airway pressures may increase pulmonary
vascular resistance in the dependent lung and
increase flow through the nondependent lung. In
all children undergoing thoracoscopy the lungs
should be protected against high airway pressures,
during one-lung ventilation or two-lung ventilation with intrapleural insufflation, by carefully
balancing tidal volume, respiratory rate, minute
ventilation and PETCO2.5, 15, 21, 22 In our study,
PETCO2 showed the tendency to increase during
the course of the thoracoscopy. All the values
observed during thoracoscopic surgery, although
sometimes higher than the normal range, were
nevertheless always within the ranges foreseen for
moderate permissive hypercapnia.20
There are few reports about the cardiocirculatory effects during thoracoscopy in paediatric age.
The pleural CO2 insufflation always brings about
a fall in blood pressure, which is generally well tolerated in the euvolemic patient with normal cardiac function. An insufflating pressure limitation,
a slow artificial pneumothorax and cardiovascular function optimization (by fluid administration
or possible use of inotropic agents) can be useful
to limit negative cardiocirculatory effects. Excessive
pneumothorax creation may lead to decreased cardiac preload resulting in significant hypotension
and reflex tachycardia.4, 14, 23 Our data, in accordance with the literature mentioned above, demonstrate a statistically significant fall in systolic and
diastolic blood pressure at the times monitored
during thoracoscopy compared to baseline, yet
always remaining within the normal range.
Throughout the surgical operation the heart rate
remained stable.
Our study demonstrates that factors such as
lung exclusion, length of thoracoscopy, and preoperative parenchymal pulmonary abnormalities may
influence some vital parameters during thoracoscopy.
Thoracoscopic procedure in paediatric age
entails, as in adults, surgical access after provoking
lung collapse, at least partially. There are 2 methods of achieving this. The first is lung exclusion
by one-lung ventilation, allowing the lung to col-
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lapse passively, and the second is lung compression by carbon dioxide insufflation. It should also
be noted that the pathology and age of the patient
often influence lung exclusion achievement. Lung
exclusion in paediatric age can be performed with
the double-lumen tracheal tube in children over 6
years old, whereas the same technique can be
adopted in younger children with the help of
bronchial blockers.5, 15, 22, 24-26 By using Arndt
bronchial blocker we were able to achieve lung
exclusion even in a 2-year-old child.
Both methods are associated with important
respiratory and cardiocirculatory physiopathological problems that have been extensively studied in adult patients but very little in the paediatric age. With lung exclusion a marked decrease
in arterial oxygenation results from an increased
intrapulmonary shunt due to the unventilated
and collapsed lung. While ventilation is penalized, there are only a few haemodynamic changes
related to one-lung ventilation, causing a slight
reduction in the preload, but without any major
effects on cardiac output and mean arterial pressures.14, 15, 26
Intrapleural carbon dioxide insufflation positive pressure constricts the lung, reducing compliance, CFR and tidal volume, but has a limited
effect on the ventilation-perfusion relationship
and intrapulmonary shunt. Generally, respiration
is only slightly compromised and haemogasanalytic changes are unremarkable. The rise in pleural cavity pressure brings about notable haemodynamic effects that greatly decrease the preload,
stroke volume, cardiac output and mean arterial
pressures.15, 23, 27 Cardiovascular function is
impaired proportionally to intrapleural insufflation values.28
A recent study on adult thoracoscopy compares
the haemodynamic and respiratory effects of lung
exclusion as compared to intrapleural carbon dioxide insufflation. The investigation shows a reduction in cardiac index due to intrapleural insufflation that is statistically greater than that provoked
by one-lung ventilation, while the variations in
the oxygenation index are statistically greater during one-lung ventilation with respect to intrapleural insufflation.29 Our data seem to confirm such
changes also in paediatric age. Intrapleural CO2
insufflation brought about haemodynamic changes
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characterized by a fall in systolic and diastolic
blood pressure greater than in one-lung ventilation. On the other hand, respiratory endangerment arose due to a greater rise in PETCO2 in
patients undergoing one-lung ventilation than in
those where more intrapleural insufflation was
applied.
The lengthening of the time necessary for thoracoscopic videosurgery does not lead to modifications in the cardiocirculatory parameters.
However, both PETCO2 and body temperature
showed significant variations depending on the
thoracoscopic time. In patients submitted to a
pneumothorax lasting more than 60 min PETCO2 values increased higher than in patients
undergoing pneumothorax shorter than 60 min.
Although no paediatric studies have specifically
dealt with this matter, it appears evident that the
longer the ventilatory strategies and surgical techniques take, the more some respiratory trends such
as PETCO2 increase. In the literature several
authors report similar findings.3, 5, 14, 22, 30-32 It is
well known that hypothermia, which is of particular concern in neonates and young infants, is
likely to occur following lengthy procedures in
paediatric anaesthesia. Although progressive hyperthermia has been reported during thoracoscopic
surgery in children secondary to local heat production by the endoscope,33 our data nevertheless
show a significant reduction in body temperature
related to the time of thoracoscopy.
Preoperative parenchymal pulmonary abnormalities may be a further factor conditioning vital
parameters during thoracoscopy. In our study this
aspect did not affect cardiocirculatory trends, but
only respiratory function. In children with preoperative parenchymal pulmonary abnormalities,
PETCO2 was statistically higher both during thoracoscopic times and after pleural cavity deflation.
The presence of a primary tumour or metastatic
lesions, pulmonary congenital malformation, infectious diseases, pulmonary fibrosis and bronchopulmonary dysplasia, represent a group of pathologies often related to restrictive, obstructive and
mixed ventilatory defects that need careful ventilatory strategies. In such cases high intraoperative
airway pressure should be avoided and a small
increase in PETCO2 is preferable both in extensive
pulmonary resection and even in simple pulmonary biopsy.34
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Conclusions
Our study confirms that thoracoscopy involves
several anaesthesiological problems from both a
physiopathological and practical point of view,
as the procedure depends largely on acquired
knowledge and experience. Patient evaluation and
knowledge of physiological changes related to
thoracoscopy are essential in order to minimize
risks. The presence of anterior mediastinal masses represents the worst risk in airways management in patients undergoing thoracoscopy. In the
present study systolic and diastolic blood pressure were significantly lower and PETCO2 significantly higher during artificial pneumothorax.
Body temperature had a significant reduction during thoracoscopy and after deflation of the pleural cavity. The lung exclusion with one-lung ventilation, the length of the thoracoscopic procedure and the preoperative respiratory compromise are factors that may affect the most important vital parameters. Our experience suggests
that paediatric thoracoscopy is a safe and efficient
surgical technique.
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